
Life is lived only once...



Here in Yalıkavak, the most beautiful town of Bodrum, we are building an address in Gökçebel bay to give you happiness all lifelong. 

With Address Yalıkavak, we are carrying House Keeping ve Night Room Service, comfort of five star hotel to your life in your villa with special 

swimming pool option and from its architecture taking place in wide green areas and to its material with an uncompromising quality 

understanding. Here is the address focused on children, with family perspective, unmatched with its nature and greenery, where all kinds of 

needs are provided conveniently and can be lived in tranquility. Holiday comfort, entertainment, leisure are all together in Address Yalıkavak 

having 12 month maintenance and living. Possibility of water games, special fields for all kinds of sports activities, courts, game parks and social 

facilities equipped with pools having slides. Very comprehensive social facilities where every detail has been taken into consideration from the 

pool and restaurant which can be used by all families to game salons and from cinema rooms for the youngsters to  the game rooms for the kids. 

Quality boutique hotel service to enable you to host your guests with luxury.

Within the boutique hotel, there is every facility from cafeteria to restaurant, from sauna to Turkish Hammam and steam hammam, from aerobic 

to fitness, from hair dresser to massage. Internal roads, parking garage where you can protect your automobiles safely during summer and 

winter under changing weather condition and care worker room are also among the privileges waiting for you.

Address Yalıkavak is close to everywhere. During the day, an ultramarine blue sea in a sparkling bay and Yalıkavak and Marina with its glittering 

scenery during the night. Let’s come and have your holiday journey in Turkey’s most beautiful bay during 12 months of the year with air, sea and 

highway to last all lifelong. Lifelong five star holiday is waiting for you with a happy family, happy children and chaste environment.

Life is lived only once...



When you come to the beginning of the hill, you’ll see Bodrum
Do not presume that you’ll go back as you have come

The ones before you were like this
They all went by leaving their minds in Bodrum...

Fisherman of Halicarnassus



EACH MOMENT OF 
LIFE IS ANOTHER 

PLEASURE...
In this geography, magnificence of a golden past is getting mixed with

the comfort of a blue future. A beautiful green nature racing with the sky.

It gives you joy to live with ultramarine blue of the sea,

unimaginable tones of the green… Windmills taking place on the hills

are the background of this epic atmosphere...



HEALTHY
LOOK AT LIFE...
This place has the highest rate of oxygen in Turkey…

Not only for Bodrum, but also Europe’s cleanest air and most beautiful

nature take place here. Yalıkavak is the name of the place where you can

breathe the living in all your body to your heart’s content…
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ITS NATURE, 
BODRUM DREAM...

This place is not the center of the world but it is a marvel of the world.

Address Yalıkavak is a Bodrum dream. It is a living address all snuggled up with 

the rhythmic tunes of the nature... A modern silhouette, an antique heaven 

intertwined with the nature, in private with tranquility, side by side with comfort.





ENVIRONMENT 
FRIENDLY 

COMFORT...
With its geography, location, environment and nature, it is a monument 

of living. It is unmatched with its villa, pool, garden and transportation. 

These sites blended stone and wood with aesthetic and they 

were equipped with smart home system…

Villas are constructed completely with natural materials and 

energy wastefulness was prevented by using VRV system for the

acclimatization of the villas which provides 30% heat saving.

Address Yalıkavak villas have approximately 14 meters of distance between 

them and they have uncovered panoramic scenery all the way to the horizon 

and here you shall have happiness during summer and winter 

and also during holidays and anytime you wish ...




